
 

 

Key Skills 

• listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining 

in and responding. 

• explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes 

and link the spelling, sound and meaning of words. 

• engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and 

respond to those of others; seek clarification and help 

• speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language 

structures.  

• develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand 

when they are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases. 

• present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences.  

• read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple 

writing. 

• appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language. 

• broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new 

words that are introduced into familiar written material, including through 

using a dictionary. 

• write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to 

express ideas clearly. 

• describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing Lan-

guages. 

• understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, 

including (where relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the 

conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the 

language; how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; and how 

these differ from or are similar to English.  

Key Vocabulary 

 
Bob— une coupe au carre 
Spiky—en piques 
Bald—chauve 
Plaits—tresses 
Striped—raye 
Spotty—a pois 
Checked—a carrieaux 
Flowery—fleuri 
Plain—uni 
Pink—rose 
Purple—violet 
Yellow—jaune 
Gold—or 
Silver—argent 
Turquoise—turquoise 
a pair of—une paire de 
a group of—un groupe de 
a bunch of—une flopee de 
Lots—beaucoup 
Many—plusieurs 
few—peu 
None—aucun 
Some—quelques 
More—plus 
Less—moins  
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Curriculum Links 

Mathematics—quantity language. 

 

Amazing Activities 

Devise your own French 

games. 

Key Knowledge: 

• Describe people’s personali-

ties. 

• Be able to describe a person’s 

hairstyle. 

• Describe patterns of clothes. 

• Describe other people. 

• Be able to name more colours 

and with more detail. 

• Describe quantities. 

Spring 1 

Term 2 

Decrire les gens et les choses 

Describing people and things 

Nurture, Inspire, Succeed 

He is interesting—il est in-
teressant 
She is elegant—elle est ele-
gante 
We are kind—nous sommes 
gentils 
He is silly—il est loufoque 
You are funny—tu es drole 
I am serious—je suis serieux 
She is thoughtful—elle est 
prevenante 
You are energetic—tu es 
energique 
They are intelligent—ills 
sont intelligents 
They are lazy—ills sont 
paresseux 
He is strong—il est fort 
She is quiet—elle est calme 
I am playful—je suis enjoue 
He is naughty—il est villain 
We are brave—nous sommes 
courageux 
You are scared—tu as peur 
She is clever—elle est intelli-
gente 
You are careful—tu es pru-
dent  


